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Abstract

Precipitate distributions were quantitatively measured by local electrode atom-probe (LEAP) tomography in several age-hardenable
Al-based alloys to provide input to both analytical models and dislocation dynamics simulations of critical resolved shear strength, for
comparison with experimentally measured Vickers microhardness values. The method of reconstructing precipitate-containing volumes
from LEAP tomography, then importing these data to dislocation dynamics simulations, is explained in detail in the supplementary
material available in the online version of this paper. Two alloys were studied: Al–2.9Li–0.11Sc at.% (Al–Li–Sc) and Al–6.3Li–
0.07Sc–0.02Yb at.% (Al–Li–Sc–Yb). Heat treatment of these alloys produced nanometer-scale a0-Al3(Li,Sc,Yb)(L12) precipitates after
isothermal aging at 325 �C. In some cases d0-Al3Li(L12) shells were formed on these precipitates after subsequent isothermal aging at
170 �C. Dislocation dynamics results and experimental measurements were combined to define empirical strengthening superposition
rules for the cases of contributions from: (i) Li in solid-solution plus a0-Al3(Li,Sc,Yb)(L12) precipitates; (ii) a0-Al3(Li,Sc,Yb)(L12)
precipitates plus d0-Al3Li(L12) shells in doubly aged Al–Li–Sc–Yb. Simulations of aged Al–Li–Sc overpredict the strength if a single
dislocation is used, and underpredict the strength if instead a cooperative dislocation pair is considered. For simulations of dislocation
pairs in Al–Li–Sc (single-phase precipitates), the precipitate bypass mechanism depends on the aging condition of the alloy. At peak age,
precipitate shearing occurs mainly by pairs of closely spaced dislocations moving cooperatively. As overaging progresses, Orowan loop-
ing increasingly dominates and the distance between the leading and trailing dislocations increases. For dislocation pairs in doubly aged
Al–Li–Sc–Yb with some core/shell precipitates, the measured and simulated strength values agree to within their uncertainties.
� 2014 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Al–Sc and Al–Li are two important classes of age-harde-
nable precipitation-strengthened alloys. Rare-earth (RE)
element additions to Al–Sc alloys can result in increased
strength at both ambient and elevated temperatures, due
to the miscibility of Al3Sc and Al3RE [1], resulting in nano-
meter-radius a0-Al3(ScxRE1�x) precipitates upon aging at
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�300 �C [2–14]. Lithium is a potent strengthening addition
to Al alloys, because it provides solid-solution strengthen-
ing [15,16] and precipitation-strengthening by formation of
L12-structured d0-Al3Li [15–27], while decreasing the alloy
density [28,29]. Additional benefits accrue when Li addi-
tions are made to Al–Sc alloys aged at �300 �C [30–37],
resulting in an increase in both the volume fraction, u,
and number density, Nv, and a decrease in the mean radius,
hRi, of precipitates, which are of the type a0-Al3
(Li,Sc)(L12) [38,39]. Further, with the application of a sec-
ond heat treatment at �200 �C, d0-Al3Li(L12) can nucleate
eserved.
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Nomenclature

2D two-dimensional
3D three-dimensional
APB anti-phase boundary
b magnitude of Burger’s vector
b the Burger’s vector of a dislocation
C factor to convert from hardness values to yield

strength
Ci (i are elements) concentration of element i

Cn (n are counting numbers) constants in a poly-
nomial

D1 the leading dislocation of a superdislocation
pair

D2 the trailing dislocation of a superdislocation
pair

DD dislocation dynamics
Dv a term used to calculate ssize,v

Ev Young’s modulus of phase v
Fc interaction force between a dislocation and a

cylindrical inclusion
Fs interaction force between a dislocation and a

spherical inclusion
hi the “height” of a glide plane above the center of

precipitate i

HV Vickers microhardness
HVAl Vickers microhardness of pure annealed Al
IDD inter-precipitate distance distribution
k exponent used in calculating strengthening due

to multiple contributions
LEAP local electrode atom probe tomography
M Taylor factor
m exponent appearing in the expression for mod-

ulus mismatch strengthening
n exponent used in calculating strengthening due

to contributions from a0-Al3(Li,Sc,Yb) precip-
itates and d0-Al3Li precipitates

MBD model-based distribution
Nv precipitate number density
Nv a term used to calculate ssize,v

Pa/b pressure exerted on the interface between the
phases a and b

PSD precipitate size distribution
hRi precipitate mean radius
�R mean radius for circular cross sections of pre-

cipitates assuming a square array of precipi-
tates having an LSW precipitate size
distribution

Rc radius of the core phase in a core/shell precip-
itate

RE rare earth elements
ri distance from the center of precipitate i

Ri radius of precipitate i

Rs radius of the shell phase in a core/shell precip-
itate

T1 precipitated phase in the Al–Cu–Li system

TBD tomography-based distribution
TEM transmission electron microscopy
u radial displacement distance
uv radial displacement distance in phase v
VASP Vienna ab-initio simulation package
Vv fractional change in volume when matrix mate-

rial transforms to phase v
x direction parallel to the original line-sense of a

dislocation in a DD simulation
Xi coefficients equal to the number density of

obstacles i relative to the total number density
of all obstacles, used for calculating strengthen-
ing due to multiple contributions

xmax boundary of the DD simulation in the x direc-
tion

y direction normal to the original line-sense of a
dislocation in a DD simulation

ymax boundary of the DD simulation in the y direc-
tion

z direction normal to the glide plane in a DD
simulation

a fcc-Al phase
a0 L12 Al3Sc-based precipitated phase
av lattice parameter of phase v
b exponent used in calculating strengthening due

to multiple contributions
d0 L12 Al3Li-based precipitated phase
Dl difference between the shear moduli of the ma-

trix and precipitate phases
DHVLi strength increment due to dissolved Li
Drcoh coherency strengthening increment due to lat-

tice parameter mismatch
Drmod modulus mismatch strengthening increment
Drnorm normalized strength increment, relative to pure

Al
DrOr strength increment due to Orowan dislocation

looping
Dr�Or strength increment due to Orowan looping in

overaged Al–Sc–X alloys
Drord order strengthening increment
ds the increment in externally-applied shear stress

in the DD model
Dsmax

ext shear stress increment from dislocation dynam-
ics simulations

Dsprecipitate calculated shear stress increment, from ana-
lytical strengthening models

ev constrained lattice parameter mismatch be-
tween matrix and v phases

/ precipitate volume fraction
cAPB antiphase boundary energy
cAPB,v antiphase boundary energy of phase v
C dislocation line tension
hk2D

e�ei mean edge-to-edge inter-precipitate distance
lv shear modulus of phase v
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tv Poisson’s ratio of phase v
w angle between the glide plane and the vector

from the precipitate center to the dislocation
segment

q ratio of shell radius to core radius: Rs/Rc

sa0 strengthening contribution from a0-Al3
(Li,Sc,Yb) precipitates

sd0 strengthening contribution from d0-Al3Li pre-
cipiatates

sdisloc dislocation stresses due to all other dislocation
segments

sdrag dislocation stresses due to viscous drag
se stress acting on an edge dislocation
sext an externally-applied shear stress
smax

ext the maximum externally-applied shear stress

smax;edge
ext the maximum externally-applied shear stress in

a simulation for a dislocation (or cooperative
dislocation pair) initially of pure edge character

smax;screw
ext the maximum externally-applied shear stress

in a simulation for a dislocation (or coopera-
tive dislocation pair) initially of pure screw
character

si critical resolved shear stress of a glide plane
due to contribution i

sobst stresses due to interactions between disloca-
tions and obstacles

ss stress acting on a screw dislocation
ssize,v lattice parameter mismatch stresses acting on

dislocations in the v phase, near a core/shell
precipitate

st total critical resolved shear stress of a glide
plane

sv a term used to calculate ssize,v

h the angle formed by the Burgers vector and the
x-axis (the direction of the line-sense for the
dislocation in its initial simulated configura-
tion)

h0 precipitated phase in the Al–Cu–Li system
h00 precipitated phase in the Al–Cu–Li system
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and grow on some of the a0-Al3(Li,Sc)(L12) precipitates,
thus forming core/shell precipitates, with a0-Al3
(Li,Sc)(L12) cores and d0-Al3Li(L12) shells [30–31,34–
37,39–41], and providing an additional strength increase.

A large body of literature exists on dislocation dynamics
(DD) simulations, and various models that address the
interactions between dislocations and obstacles in a wide
variety of metals and microstructure types; see for example
Refs. [42–52]. As described in the supplementary material,
we use an extension of a two-dimensional (2-D) DD simu-
lation by Mohles and coworkers [53–67] where segmented,
self- and mutually-interacting dislocations interact with
obstacles as they glide across a plane. This DD model
allows for various dislocation–obstacle interactions:
order/disorder stresses [55,60,63,65,66], lattice parameter
mismatch stresses [54,56–58,63] and dislocation loops
[67]. It can handle one or more partial or perfect disloca-
tions of edge or screw character [54,57] as well as a variety
of obstacle morphologies, spatial and size distributions and
volume fractions. The simulation results were compared
with experimental measurements of strengthening from
Co precipitates in a Cu-based alloy, yielding satisfactory
results for the prediction of peak strength, and a slight
overestimate for overaged alloys [61,63]. As described in
the supplementary material, we enhanced this original
model by Mohles by considering both single-phase and
core/shell precipitates and by taking into account elastic
interactions due to shear modulus mismatch between
precipitates and the matrix. We developed a methodology
to incorporate precipitate sizes and spatial arrangements
measured by local electrode atom probe tomography
(APT) into the model.

Here, using precipitate microstructures experimentally
measured by APT, we determine by DD the predicted yield
stress for an Al–Li–Sc alloy (with a single population of a0

precipitates) and an Al–Li–Sc–Yb alloy (with core/shell a0/
d0 precipitates). These DD results are compared with
experimental yield measurements derived from Vickers
microhardness and with closed-form solutions for yield
strength taking into account solid solution strengthening
from Li and precipitation strengthening from a0 and a0/d0

precipitates.

2. Experimental procedures

2.1. Aged alloys

Two alloys, Al–2.9 Li–0.11 Sc (hereafter, Al–Li–Sc) and
Al–6.3Li–0.07Sc–0.02Yb (hereafter, Al–Li–Sc–Yb), were
cast, homogenized at 640 �C and underwent age-hardening
heat treatments to produce strengthening precipitates. In
the following, unless noted otherwise, all compositions
are given in at.%. Both alloys were aged at 325 �C, resulting
in the formation of a0-Al3(Li, Sc,Yb)(L12) precipitates, and
in some cases Al–Li–Sc–Yb was subsequently aged at
170 �C to produce d0-Al3Li(L12), which surrounds some
of the Al3(Li, Sc,Yb)(L12) precipitates, forming a shell on
them. Details of these procedures, as well as chemical
and microstructural analyses of the aged alloys by APT
and transmission electron microscopy (TEM), and the
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results of Vickers microhardness measurement throughout
the aging sequence, are given in Ref. [38] for Al–Li–Sc and
Refs. [39,40] for Al–Li–Sc–Yb.

2.2. Dislocation dynamics model

To model doubly aged Al–Li–Sc–Yb alloys with both
single-phase a0-Al3(Li,Sc,Yb)(L12) and core/shell a0-Al3
(Li, Sc,Yb)(L12)/d0-Al3Li(L12) precipitates, an existing
DD model created by Mohles [53] was extended in several
ways. Firstly, precipitate arrangements are based on exper-
imentally measured microstructures in one of two ways. In
the first, referred to here as the model-based distribution
(MBD), the precipitate size distribution (PSD) is measured
by APT, and used to determine both the PSD and the spa-
tial distribution of precipitates in the simulation. In the sec-
ond, referred to here as the tomography-based distribution
(TBD), the APT-measured precipitate sizes and three-
dimensional arrangements are represented directly in the
simulation, allowing preservation of the core and shell
sizes, and spatial distributions of individual precipitates.
To increase the size of a glide plane that can be simulated
by the TBD method, the APT-measured volume is copied
multiple times, and stitched together to form a larger vol-
ume. Before the stitching operation, each copy undergoes
a series of linear transformations to eliminate periodicity
in the glide plane, which is a planar slice through the
assembled volume. These two procedures are described in
detail in the supplementary material. While both the
MBD and TBD methods were used to model Al–Li–Sc
with single phase precipitates, only the TBD method was
used to model doubly aged Al–Li–Sc–Yb with core/shell
precipitates.

The original DD model [53] was further extended by
introducing more complex expressions for dislocation–pre-
cipitate interactions. The original DD model included
interactions for precipitates exhibiting a lattice parameter
mismatch with the matrix, and antiphase boundaries
(APBs) when sheared; the present research adds interac-
tions due to shear modulus mismatch between precipitates
and matrix. The present implementation also fully repre-
sents the interactions between dislocations and core/shell
precipitates, where the core, shell and matrix phases all
have different lattice parameters, APBs and elastic con-
stants. The derivation of the new interactions is given in
the supplementary material.

Here, we present the results of DD simulations of the
critical resolved shear stresses throughout the precipitation
aging sequence in singly aged Al–Li–Sc with single-phase
a0-Al3(Li, Sc,Yb)(L12) precipitates, and of singly- and dou-
bly-aged Al–Li–Sc–Yb. In the doubly-aged state, both
single-phase and core/shell a0-Al3(Li, Sc,Yb)(L12)/d0-Al3
Li(L12) precipitates are experimentally observed, and
simulated. These simulation results are compared with
experimental Vickers microhardness measurements, as well
as analytical expressions based on simplified assumptions.
3. Results

Table 1 shows experimental precipitate mean radii, hRi,
volume fractions, u, and number densities, Nv, for each of
the aging conditions studied by DD simulations. Also
shown for each aging condition are the average two-dimen-
sional (2-D) inter-precipitate distances (i.e., edge-to-edge
inter-precipitate distances), hk2D

e�ei, for a0-Al3
(Li,Sc,Yb)(L12) precipitates. Table 2 shows three types of
strength data for each of the aged alloys: (i) experimentally
measured Vickers microhardness HV; (ii) calculated
shear stress increments, Dsprecipitate, based on the precipitate
characteristics, Table 1, physical properties values
(reported in the supplementary material) and closed-form
strengthening models, as described in Section 4.1; and (iii)
shear stress increments, Dsmax

ext , determined from DD
simulations. The Vickers microhardness measurements
cannot be directly compared to calculated and simulated
shear stress increments; the steps necessary to make this
comparison are treated in Section 4. Values of the calculated
stresses for the mechanisms that are predicted to be
operative, as explained in Section 4.1, are in shaded cells
and in bold print.

4. Discussion

4.1. Closed-form equations for strengthening

The strengthening mechanisms in our alloys are com-
plex, as their origins include contributions from solutes
(mostly Li) dissolved in the a(fcc)-Al matrix, as well as
precipitation strengthening from a’-Al3(Li, Sc,Yb)(L12)
formed at 325 �C, and from d0-Al3Li(L12) precipitates
when aging subsequently at 170 �C. Theoretical
models for alloy strengthening by precipitates have been
extensively developed [68–70]. In the case of coherent,
ordered, misfitting precipitates, the alloy strength can
be related to different types of dislocation interactions
with the precipitates or with the precipitate-induced
strain field in the surrounding matrix. Closed-form
expressions for strengthening via these mechanisms
have been successfully used to interpret strengthening in
Al–Sc alloys [3,4,6,10,12,13,71], and they include order
strengthening, modulus and coherency mismatch strength-
ening and Orowan strengthening (also called dislocation
looping).

Order strengthening arises when a dislocation shears the
precipitate as it glides past it. In the case of L12-ordered
precipitates, the agents of deformation are dislocation pairs
(similar to superdislocations in pure ordered structures):
the leading dislocation introduces an APB as it passes
through the precipitate, and a trailing dislocation restores
order. This mechanism has been observed experimentally
in both Al–Sc [6,10] and Al–Li [15,72,73] alloys. Theoreti-
cal predictions for the stress required to shear precipitates
is based on a treatment of the dislocation pairs gliding



Table 1
Aging conditions and precipitate characteristics for simulated alloys.

Alloy Aging treatment Precipitate characteristics k2D
e�e, 2-D inter-precipitate distance (nm)

hRi (nm) / (%) Nv (1022 m�3) LEAP tomographic
reconstruction

MBD TBD

Al–Li–Sc
(a0(L12)
only)

325 �C/0.16 h 1.45 ± 0.04 0.292 ± 0.002 19.4 ± 0.1 32 ± 20 42 ± 21 44 ± 24
“ /8 h 1.94 ± 0.05 0.557 ± 0.003 13.1 ± 0.1 39 ± 22 42 ± 21 42 ± 21
“ /24 h 2.30 ± 0.08 0.478 ± 0.003 8.2 ± 0.7 39 ± 19 50 ± 23 51 ± 24
“ /280 h 3.8 ± 0.2 0.484 ± 0.002 1.8 ± 0.2 79 ± 43 86 ± 42 101 ± 52
“ /1536 h 5.2 ± 0.2 0.506 ± 0.001 0.73 ± 0.16 145 ± 114 129 ± 64 133 ± 60

Al–Li–Sc–Yb 325 �C/8 h 2.44 ± 0.07 (a0) 0.870 ± 0.001 (a0) 11.9 ± 0.7 (a0) 43 ± 24 (a0) – 47 ± 26 (a0)
325 �C/8 h
+ 170 �C/20 h

2.34 ± 0.05 (a0)
7.3 ± 0.5 (d0)

0.820 ± 0.001 (a0)
2.062 ± 0.001 (d0)

12 ± 2 (a0)
1.6 ± 0.5 (d0)

40 ± 22 (a0) –
–

42 ± 22 (a0)

325 �C/8 h
+ 170 �C/168 h

2.73 ± 0.08 (a0)
12.2 ± 0.3 (d0)

0.871 ± 0.0001 (a0)
5.5 ± 1.2 (d0)

8.5 ± 0.6 (a0)
0.55 ± 0.09 (d0)

44 ± 28 (a0) –
–

45 ± 24 (a0)
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through the precipitate field. The increment in alloy
strength from order strengthening is given by [68]:

Drord ¼ 0:81M
cAPB

2b

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3pu

8

r
ð1Þ

where M is the Taylor factor, cAPB is the APB energy, b is
the magnitude of the Burgers vector of a matrix disloca-
tion, and u is the volume fraction of the precipitated phase.

Modulus mismatch strengthening is due to elastic inter-
actions between the dislocation and the precipitate, arising
from the difference in elastic modulus between the matrix
and precipitate phases. The increment in alloy strength is
given by [68]:

Drmod ¼ 0:0055MðDlÞ3=2 2u

lmb2

� �1=2

b
hRi
b

� �3m�2
2

ð2Þ

where Dl is the difference in the shear modulus between the
matrix phase lm and the precipitate phase lp, hri is the
mean precipitate radius and m is a constant taken to be
0.85.

Coherency strengthening is due to the elastic interaction
between a gliding dislocation and the strain field surround-
ing a coherent, misfitting precipitate. The alloy strength
increment is given by [68]:

Drcoh ¼ M 2:6ðlmeÞ3=2 hRiub
C

� �1=2

ð3Þ

where e � 2/3(Da/a) is the constrained lattice parameter
mismatch and C is the dislocation line tension, taken to
be lmb2/2. Modulus and coherency strengthening mecha-
nisms operate simultaneously, and so their net effect is a
linear summation. These two mechanisms operate in series
with order strengthening, and so it is the larger of these two
contributions that governs the alloy strength in the case
where precipitates are sheared by dislocations.

For sufficiently large precipitates, the shearing stress
becomes larger than the stress required for the dislocations
to bow around the precipitates by the Orowan mechanism,
which then becomes the controlling yield mechanism.
Therefore, it is the smaller of the Orowan stress and the
shearing stress that is operative. The alloy strength
increment due to Orowan looping is given by [69,70]:

DrOr ¼ M
0:4

p
lmbffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� tm

p
ln 2 R

b

� �
hk2D

e�ei
ð4Þ

where tm is the Poisson’s ratio of the matrix phase,
�R = 0.822 hRi is the mean radius for circular cross-sections
of precipitates assuming a square array of precipitates
having an LSW precipitate size distribution and the mean
edge-to-edge interprecipitate spacing in a glide plane is
given by [70]:

hk2D
e�ei ¼ ð1:538u�1=2 � 1:643ÞhRi ð5Þ

In the analysis that follows, Eqs. 1–5 are used to model
precipitation strengthening in the aged alloys.

4.2. Superposition of strengthening mechanisms

4.2.1. Strength superposition laws

Empirical relationships are commonly used to describe
the superposition of multiple strengthening mechanisms.
They typically take the form:

st ¼
X

i

X is
k
i

 !1=k

ð6Þ

where st is the total critical resolved shear stress of a glide
plane, which has contributions si from multiple strengthen-
ing mechanisms i [16,68,70], and Xi are coefficients equal to
the number density of obstacles i relative to the total num-
ber density of all obstacles. In many strengthening laws, Xi

are taken to be equal to unity. The exponent k in Eq. (6)
varies from 1 (arithmetic sum corresponding to linear
superposition) to 2 (Pythagorean summation), and experi-
mental studies have led to the adoption of a range of values
in these limits [68,74–75]. A k value of unity corresponds to



Table 2
Aging conditions, measured Vickers microhardness, and calculated and simulated strength of aged alloys.
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the case in which the strengthening effects of different
obstacle types are independent [76], whereas a larger value
represents cooperative strengthening [77].

In early DD simulations on mixtures of obstacles of
varying strengths [78], it was found that for two types of
weak obstacles, the net strength is given by a Pythagorean
summation of the individual obstacle strengths (k = 2),
while for two types of strong obstacles, the net strength
was closer to the arithmetic sum (k = 1). For the case of
a continuous rectangular distribution of obstacle strengths
(i.e., all strengths occur with an equal frequency), a Pythag-
orean summation provided the best fit [78]. Finally, the
contribution of a small number density of strong obstacles
was found to have a large and non-linear effect on the
strength of a glide plane populated with a high number
density of weak obstacles: this corresponds to precipitation
strengthening of a matrix already strengthened by solute
atoms [78]. A more recent study reported on line-tension-
based DD simulations of mixtures of point obstacles A

and B, at relative number densities XA and XB, where A
obstacles were unshearable and the strength of B obstacles
varied from easily shearable to unshearable [79]. A varia-
tion on the empirical relationship, Eq. (6) was found to
fit the data well: sp ¼ X b=2

A sb
A þ X b=2

B sb
B (where the factors

Xi differ from unity); the exponent b ranged from 1
(shearable B) to 2 (unshearable B) [79]. Other recent line-
tension-based DD simulations showed that for mixtures
of many weak obstacles (for example, solute atoms) and
few strong obstacles (e.g., precipitates), a superposition
exponent of k = 1 holds when the number densities of the
two obstacle types differs greatly, and transitions to k = 2
as the relative number of strong obstacles increases [80].
This is in agreement with a summary of the numerical
work, in which a linear superposition was only found to
be appropriate for cases where a small number of strong
obstacles are distributed among a large number of weak
obstacles [69].

Experiments on Cu-rich Cu–Au solid solutions strength-
ened by SiO2 particles resulted in a superposition exponent
of k = 1.8 [74,81]. In a review of experimental work on Ni-
based superalloys, which are strengthened both by
dissolved solute atoms in the matrix and by ordered, coher-
ent precipitates, it was found that, taking the Xi to be unity,
the value of the summation exponent k = 1.23 best fits the
experimental data for superposing the matrix and precipi-
tate strengths of alloys in the under- and peak-aged states
[75]. For other systems with shearable precipitates, similar
results were found for Ni-based superalloys [82,83], and
also for Cu-rich Cu–Au solid solutions strengthened by
coherent Co-rich precipitates having a lattice mismatch
with the matrix [84]. In a comprehensive review of data
on strengthening of Al–Li by d0-Al3Li(L12), k = 1.23 also
provided the best fit to those literature data which were
deemed of high quality [16,85]. In two separate studies
[86,87] on the Al–Cu–Mg alloy 2024, which is strengthened
by both shearable and non-shearable precipitates, models
capturing the hardening kinetics during aging and due to
friction stir welding have used a combined approach in
which strengthening by the two types of precipitates was
added using a Pythagorean summation, and this result



Fig. 1. Effect of average precipitate radius on strength increment due to
precipitation, normalized to the strength predicted by the Orowan
equation (Eqs. (4) and (5)) and the value C = 2.88 ± 0.07. Data are for
Al–Sc and Al–Sc–X alloys, where X is RE or Zr and is indicated on the
figure. The horizontal dotted line corresponds to a strength increment that
is exactly predicted by Eqs. (4) and (5). Data on Al–Li–Sc are also shown
for comparison.
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was added linearly with other strengthening contributions,
such as the solid-solution matrix and grain boundaries.
Similarly, in an Al–Cu–Li alloy, the strengthening contri-
butions from unshearable h0 and T1 precipitates were
added using a Pythagorean summation, and the result
was added to the contribution from the shearable h00

precipitates with a strengthening exponent k = 1.4 [88].

4.2.2. Solid-solution and precipitation strengthening in Al–

Li–Sc

The strength of the present alloys in the as-quenched
state is due primarily to solid-solution strengthening. After
aging at 325 �C, strengthening is due to both dissolved sol-
utes and to a0-Al3(Li, Sc,Yb)(L12) precipitates. Finally,
after double-aging of Al–Li–Sc–Yb, solid-solution
strengthening, a0-Al3(Li, Sc,Yb)(L12) precipitates and also
d0-Al3Li(L12) precipitates all strengthen the alloy. To inter-
pret the simulation results, it is first necessary to establish a
superposition rule, such as Eq. (6), for adding the effects of
dissolved solutes and precipitates. Physical parameters
such as the APB energy, the lattice parameter and the shear
modulus of a0-Al3(Li,Sc,Yb)(L12) precipitates are
unknown, and have been estimated for the present simula-
tions (details reported in the supplementary material).
Therefore, predictions of strength in the under- and peak-
aged conditions, which rely on these values, may not be
reliable for establishing such a rule. The strength increment
due to Orowan looping of precipitates in overaged alloys
relies, however, only on measurable precipitate parameters
(Eqs. (4) and (5)). By comparing the measured strength
increment in aged Al–Li–Sc with the results of Eqs. (4)
and (5), it is hence possible to determine the superposition
exponent k in Eq. (6).

This approach necessitates the establishment of the
quality of fit of Eqs. (4) and (5) for predicting strength in
overaged Al–Sc-based alloys with small volume fractions
of precipitates. Therefore, in Fig. 1 we compare their pre-
dictions to measured Vickers microhardness results from
past studies on binary Al–Sc [6,10], ternary Al–Sc–RE
(RE = Dy, Er, Gd, Y or Yb) [89,90] and Al–Sc–Zr [91]
alloys. Al–Li–Sc data are plotted as well in Fig. 1 for com-
parison, but were not included in the analysis that follows.
The normalized strength increment relative to pure Al is
given by:

Drnorm ¼
ðHV m � HV AlÞ

CDrOr
ð7Þ

where HVm is the measured Vickers microhardness of an
aged alloy, HVAl is the value for 99.999% pure Al, mea-
sured to be 180 ± 4 MPa, and C is a factor to convert from
hardness values to yield strength, usually taken as C = 3
for various alloy systems [92]. In Ref. [89], yield-strength
measurements made during compression tests of a precipi-
tate-strengthened Al–0.09 Sc–0.03 Er alloy were compared
with Vickers microhardness results for a range of aging
conditions. The Al–Li–Sc data from which we wish to
define a strength superposition rule have average
precipitate radii hRi in the range 2–6 nm. For precipitate
radii smaller than 6 nm, and for the volume fraction of
precipitates in Al–0.09 Sc–0.03 Er (0.49%), yield stress
increments, DrOr, are expected to be smaller than
100 MPa. Considering only those data in Ref. [89] that fit
these criteria on precipitate radius and alloy strength, a
conversion factor C = 2.88 ± 0.07 is found, and is applied
in the following analysis instead of the general value of
C = 3. In Fig. 1 using this C value, the normalized strength
increment Drnorm is smaller than unity for all average pre-
cipitate radii below 2.8 nm. This is in approximate agree-
ment with observations that, at average precipitate radii
smaller than 2.1 nm, precipitate shearing, rather than Oro-
wan looping, is the dominant strengthening mechanism
[6,10]. At larger average radii, the data are scattered above
and below unity, corresponding to a strength increment
that is underpredicted and overpredicted by Eqs. (4) and
(5), respectively. In the range between 2 and 6 nm, Drnorm

in Al–Sc–X alloys has an average value of 1.04 ± 0.15. In
other words, the strength increment due to precipitates in
overaged Al–Sc–X alloys, Dr�Or, is given by:

Dr�OrðhRiÞ ¼ 1:04� 0:15� DrOrðhRiÞ ð8Þ
where DrOr is given by Eq. (4).

Using Eq. (8) with C = 2.88 ± 0.07, we may solve for a
superposition constant, k, which provides the best fit to the
equation:

HV ðhriÞ ¼ HV Al þ ðDHV LiÞk þ ½CDr�OrðhRiÞ�
k

n o1=k
ð9Þ

where HV(hRi) is the measured Vickers microhardness of
the aged alloy, which contains precipitates of average
radius hRi, and DHVLi is the Vickers microhardness due
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to Li in solid solution. After aging, dissolved Sc and Yb are
present only at very dilute concentrations so their solid
solution effect can be neglected. The strength increment
due to dissolved Li, DHVLi = 47 ± 10 MPa, is found as
the difference between the as-homogenized Vickers microh-
ardness value in Al–2.9Li–0.11Sc, and that of a binary Al–
0.12Sc alloy [38]. Using a non-linear least-squares regres-
sion on Eq. (15), k was found to be 0.94 ± 0.10. Performing
the same analysis on Vickers microhardness data in aged
Al–2.2 Mg–0.12Sc [93], which similarly has strength contri-
butions from a0-Al3Sc precipitates as well as dissolved Mg,
yields a comparable value, k = 0.95 ± 0.03. Using a regres-
sion on data combined from Al–2.9Li–0.11Sc and Al–
2.2 Mg–0.12Sc, a value k = 0.95 ± 0.03 is found. This is
in approximate agreement with the analyses in Refs.
[69,80], in which a linear superposition (k = 1) was pre-
dicted for the superposition of contributions from many
weak obstacles (solute atoms) and fewer strong obstacles
(precipitates). In the following analysis, the combined
value, k = 0.95 ± 0.03, is applied.

Measured Vickers microhardness values for aged Al–Li–
Sc are plotted against average precipitate radius (Table 1)
in Fig. 2. Three curves are also displayed in the figure, cor-
responding to Eq. (9): the gray lines are the maximum and
minimum predicted Vickers microhardness values, propa-
gating uncertainty in all parameters in Eq. (9) according
to standard techniques [94], and the black curve is the mean
predicted Vickers microhardness value. Eq. (9) predicts the
Vickers microhardness of Al–Li–Sc well for the two largest
average precipitate radii, but the predicted Vickers microh-
ardness values for the three smallest average radii are too
Fig. 2. Plot of Vickers microhardness of Al–Li–Sc vs. average precipitate
radius, with predictions of Eq. (9) (curves) for Orowan strengthening
shown with experimentally measured Vickers microhardness values (filled
circles). The dashed black curves incorporate uncertainties propagated
from all parameters in Eq. (9), and the continuous black curve is the mean
predicted value.
large, indicating that precipitate looping by the Orowan
mechanism does not control the alloy strength at this pre-
cipitate size. Hardness for the smallest precipitate size is
not shown on this figure, as the volume fraction of precip-
itates is significantly smaller than for the other four data
points (Table 1) because the growth stage is still ongoing
at this early aging state.

4.3. Accuracy of DD predictions

4.3.1. Prior assessment of model accuracy and application to

present alloy

In addition to the DD code used in the present research
[53], dislocation–precipitate interactions have been studied
recently using various DD programs [44,48,51,52,95–103].
While many DD studies have focused on interactions
between one or several dislocations and a single precipitate
[51,52,95–97,100,102,103], some studies have made quanti-
tative predictions of yield stresses from simulations of dis-
locations gliding through an array of many precipitates,
often with the aim of improving existing strengthening
models, for example Refs. [48,61,66,99,101,104–106]. The
DD code used in the present research (but without the
modifications described in the supplementary material)
was used to predict alloy strengths in a peak-aged Ni-based
superalloy with either a monomodal or a bimodal PSD,
depending on the heat treatment [66]. For both cases,
LSW PSDs were assumed for each of the precipitate popu-
lations, whose mean radii and volume fractions were mea-
sured by TEM. The simulation results were comparable to
experimental measurements, but underestimated the yield
strength of the aged alloys (by 3% for the monomodal
PSD or by 12% for the bimodal PSD) [66]. The same DD
code was also used to simulate strengthening of Cu by lat-
tice-mismatched Co precipitates for a range of precipitate
sizes [61]. The precipitate volume fractions, mean radii
and size mismatch had been determined in separate exper-
imental studies [84,107]. Simulations of the peak-aged
alloys, as well as models derived from studies using this
same DD code [54,63], both compare favorably with the
experimental results, although the simulation results for
strongly overaged alloys deviate in either direction from
the experimental values by �10% [61].

In the present research, a conversion is used to compare
strength increments calculated by closed-form solutions,
and by dislocation dynamics simulations, to experimental
Vickers microhardness measurements:

HV ðhRiÞ ¼ HV Al þ ðDHV LiÞk þ ½C 	M 	 s�k
n o1=k

ð10Þ

where C = 2.88 ± 0.07 and k = 0.95 ± 0.03, as described
above, and s is the strengthening increment, either
calculated by Eqs. 1–5, or equal to smax

ext , the result of a
DD simulation. The hardness increment due to Li, DHVLi

is calculated as the difference between the measured Vickers
microhardness of homogenized Li-containing and Li-free
alloys: Al–2.9 Li–0.11 Sc (Al–Li–Sc) and Al–0.12 Sc
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(DHVLi = 47 ± 10 MPa) [38], or Al–6.3Li–0.07Sc–0.02Yb
(Al–Li–Sc–Yb) [39] and Al–0.048Sc–0.009Yb [38]
(DHVLi = 104 ± 13 MPa). Although the nominal Sc and
Yb concentrations in Al–Li–Sc–Yb are greater than those
in Al–0.048Sc–0.009Yb, due to the formation of primary
grain boundary precipitates in Al–Li–Sc–Yb, the solute
concentrations in the matrix are lower. The matrix compo-
sition in Al–Li–Sc–Yb was measured by APT to be Al–
5.7Li–0.059Sc–0.008Yb [39], such that the matrix Sc + Yb
concentration is only 100 at. ppm greater than in
Al–0.048Sc–0.009Yb.

4.3.2. Simulation and experimental results for Al–Li–Sc

The Vickers microhardness of Al–Li–Sc, as measured
experimentally [38], as calculated by Eqs. 1–5 and as deter-
mined by DD simulations, are shown in Fig. 3. The contin-
uous black curve captures the experimental aging behavior
throughout the heat treatment for many microhardness
values [38], most of which are not individually reproduced
here for clarity; measured microhardness values for the five
simulated aging treatments are plotted along the curve.
Calculated closed-form microhardness values, and DD-
simulated microhardness values, are also plotted. Simu-
lated values are shown for both the MBD method (single
dislocations and cooperative dislocation pairs) and the
TBD method (single dislocations and cooperative disloca-
tion pairs) of creating a glide plane from APT
reconstructions.

In Fig. 3, Vickers microhardness values based on closed-
form precipitate strengthening models underpredict the
measured Vickers microhardness values, but are within
measurement uncertainty of the simulated Vickers microh-
ardness values for under- and peak-aged states (0.16 and
8 h), excepting the data at 280 h. By contrast, in Fig. 3,
Fig. 3. Plot of Vickers microhardness of Al–Li–Sc vs. aging time, showing
experimentally measured results [37], and values predicted by closed-form
strengthening models and dislocation dynamics simulations.
the DD simulations using a single dislocation (label: 1
disloc.) consistently overpredict the measured Vickers
microhardness and decrease with increasing aging time,
because <R> is decreasing, and hk2D

e�ei is increasing
(Table 1), consistent with an Orowan looping mechanism.
The exceptions to this trend are the data at 0.16 h, for
which the Vickers microhardness values are smaller than
those at 8 h, due to the smaller volume fraction of a0-pre-
cipitates at this early aging time (Table 1). For 8 h aging,
the DD simulations show that the single dislocation bows
strongly around precipitates, but only the largest several
precipitates are left ringed by an Orowan loop, i.e., most
precipitates are sheared. After 1536 h aging, only the small-
est several precipitates are not ringed by an Orowan loop
and have been sheared. Although the simulated Vickers
microhardness values for single-dislocation DD simula-
tions always overpredict the measured Vickers microhard-
ness values, at long aging times the simulated and
experimental values nearly converge.

As seen in Fig. 3, the DD simulations with a dislocation
pair (label: 2 disloc.) consistently underpredict the mea-
sured Vickers microhardness. For 8 h aging, dislocations
propagate as pairs, as shown in Fig. 4. Fig. 4a and b
displays glide planes for Al–Li–Sc aged to 8 h, and
Fig. 4c and d, with a different scale, are for 1536 h aging.
In Fig. 4a and c, the dislocations are primarily of edge
character (as indicated by the arrows next to the Burgers
vector, b, in the top-left insets), while in Fig. 4b and d
the dislocations are primarily of screw character, corre-
sponding to the initial dislocation type for each of these
simulations. Intersections of a0-Al3(Sc, Li) precipitates with
the glide plane are indicated by blue disks, except when
they are encircled by Orowan loops, in which case they
are colored white to make them distinguishable. The lead-
ing and trailing dislocations, D1 and D2, are shown in
black. Additional detail is given in Fig. 4c, in which a red
square delineates a section that is expanded to greater
magnification. In the magnified section, the precipitate
intersections are shown at 75% of their actual radii to allow
a clear visual distinction between the precipitates and the
dislocations near them, and all precipitate intersections
are shown as blue disks, including those that are encircled
by dislocation loops.

For both edge and screw dislocations at 8 and 1536 h,
several of the largest precipitates are surrounded by dislo-
cation loops after the passage of the leading dislocation,
D1, but these loops collapse as the trailing dislocation,
D2, approaches, subjecting the dislocation loop to its stress
field. Compared to 8 h aging, for 1536 h aging the distance
between D1 and D2 is greater. Also, at 8 h aging, only the
largest precipitates between D1 and D2 are encircled by an
Orowan loop (most are sheared), whereas at 1536 h aging
all but the smallest of the precipitates between them are
surrounded by dislocation loops (few are sheared). This
is, in effect, a transition from a predominantly shearing
mechanism of precipitate bypass to a mechanism domi-
nated by Orowan looping. For sufficiently large precipitate



Fig. 4. Dislocation dynamics simulations of precipitates in Al–Li–Sc aged 8 h (a and b) and 1536 h (c and d), for edge (a and c) and screw (b and d)
superdislocations, where glide planes are produced by the MBD method. Main parameters are given in the inserts.
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radii, the distance between D1 and D2 would likely become
very large, and hence the dislocations would be dissociated.
At this point, the simulated Vickers microhardness values
for single dislocations and for cooperative dislocation pairs
should converge, as has nearly happened at 1536 h (Fig. 3).
Capturing this behavior accurately would require larger
datasets than those simulated here.

The discrepancy between measured and simulated Vick-
ers microhardness values may be due to a number of fac-
tors. First, the number of precipitates modeled scales
with the size of the glide plane. Further, the repeatability
of the simulation result improves as the number of included
precipitates is increased. In prior work using an earlier ver-
sion of this DD model, it was shown that for a specified set
of input parameters (obstacle volume fraction, mean
radius, etc.), the scatter between simulation results of differ-
ent obstacle fields was �±6%, when simulating 500–1000
obstacles in the glide plane [53]. As discussed in the supple-
mentary material, simulations of �800 precipitates resulted
in the same value (±6%). For time efficiency, we simulated
a smaller number of obstacles, but no fewer than 200 pre-
cipitates, resulting in ±9% variability from the mean result
for a given alloy and heat treatment.

Second, accurate treatment of the physical properties of
the a0-precipitate phase is important for under- and peak-
aged alloys, and these properties have been estimated using
both first principles calculations and measured experimen-
tal data, as explained in the supplementary material.
Uncertainties are encountered for the values of the lattice
parameters and APB energies of the precipitate phases,
which were calculated at 0 K conditions (see supplemen-
tary material). The effects of temperature on the calculated
values for these properties can be estimated by considering
their entropies, which have two contributions: configura-
tional and vibrational. In this work, configurational
entropy can be neglected because of the high degree of
order in the L12 precipitate phase. We estimate that the
vibrational entropy would account for differences in the
calculated values on the order of 9% at room temperature,
relative to their values at 0 K. In the case of lattice param-
eter, the effect of such an increase will be to either increase
or decrease the lattice parameter mismatch with the matrix
phase, depending on its sign. In the case of the APB energy
the effect of a temperature-induced decrease will be to
reduce the precipitates’ efficacies for impeding dislocation
motion. In both cases, a 9% error is on the order of other
errors inherent in the simulation, and not considered to
compromise the approach. Other thermally activated pro-
cesses relevant to dislocation–precipitate interactions (i.e.,
climb) are not considered in this model, which is 2-D and
used for moderate rates of deformation where creep is
not appreciable.
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To determine the sensitivity of the DD simulations (for
deformation by cooperative dislocation pair motion) to the
three most important physical properties – lattice parame-
ter mismatch, e, shear modulus mismatch, Dl, and anti-
phase boundary energy, cAPB – additional simulations were
carried out in which each of these parameters were varied
independently. The simulations were performed for the
8 h peak-aging treatment, using combined results from
two edge and two screw dislocations, and a precipitate
arrangement constructed by the TBD method. For the
expected values of these parameters, smax

ext was 53 ± 1 MPa
(Table 2). Increasing and decreasing e and Dl by 50%
had little effect: varying e over this range changed the max-
imum simulated shear stress, smax

ext , from 52 ± 1 to
55 ± 1 MPa, while varying Dl changed smax

ext from 50 ± 1
to 55 ± 1 MPa. Varying cAPB, by contrast, had a significant
effect, as shown in Fig. 5. By varying cAPB from 0 to
807 mJ m�2 (the expected cAPB value is 0.461 J m�2, see
supplementary material) while maintaining e and Dl at
their expected values, the simulated shear stress, smax

ext ,
increased from 9.5 ± 0.3 to 64 ± 1 MPa. For comparison,
the results of closed-form solutions (Eqs. 1–5) for strength
due to elastic interactions, scoh þ smod ¼ ðDrcoh þ DrmodÞ
=M , long-range ordered precipitates, sord ¼ Drord=M , and
Orowan looping bypass, sOr ¼ DrOr=M , are plotted as
dashed lines in Fig. 5. Of these, only sord is a function of
cAPB. The DD simulation results are greater than sord for
small values of cAPB due to contributions from elastic inter-
actions, and are smaller than sord for large values of cAPB

due to a gradual transition from precipitate shearing to
Orowan looping bypass as the precipitates become more
effective obstacles, as observed in Fig. 4.
Fig. 5. Plot of maximum shear stress vs. anti-phase boundary energy for
DD simulations of Al–Li–Sc aged 8 h at 325 �C.
The value of smax
ext that would bring DD simulations into

agreement with measured Vickers microhardness values is
88 ± 3 MPa. This simulation result is not achieved by vary-
ing values for the precipitate properties within reasonable
limits (Fig. 5). Two possibilities could account for the
discrepancy. First, the value of smax

ext at cAPB = 0 is small,
9.5 ± 0.3 MPa, compared to the closed-form solution for
strength due to elastic interactions, scoh þ smod =
42.5 ± 0.3 MPa (Table 2). Shear modulus mismatch
accounts for a majority of that value, 35.2 ± 0.3 MPa
(Table 2), and therefore it is likely that the representation
of that interaction in the simulations is inadequate. Second,
the measured Vickers microhardness values of Al–Li–Sc all
lie between the simulation results for one dislocation, and
those for two dislocations (Fig. 3). Because the DD simu-
lations are confined to a small representative area, on the
order of 1 lm2, the effects of local variations in grain size,
grain orientation (and thus the Schmidt factor), dislocation
source density and solute concentrations (and thus precip-
itate mean radius, volume fraction and number density) are
not captured. It is likely that over macroscopic dimensions,
the true precipitate bypass mechanisms comprise a mixture
of the extreme cases represented by single-dislocations and
cooperative dislocation pairs, as well as other complexities
not represented by the model.

4.3.3. Simulation and experimental results for Al–Li–Sc–Yb

The measured, calculated and simulated Vickers micro-
hardnesses for the high Li content Al–Li–Sc–Yb alloy are
shown in Fig. 6. The continuous blue curve shows the exper-
imental aging behavior throughout the 325 �C heat treat-
ment, and the continuous red curve shows the experimental
aging behavior for the 170 �C heat treatment, following 8 h
of aging at 325 �C [39]. Experimentally measured Vickers
microhardness values for the three simulated aging times
are plotted along the curve as indicated. Using Eq. (10), cal-
culated closed-form Vickers microhardness values and DD-
simulated Vickers microhardness values are also plotted.
Because the alloy is in a peak- or underaged state at the three
aging durations considered, simulations were only performed
for dislocation pairs, the expected deformation mechanism
for alloys with L12-ordered precipitates. The TBD method
was used for creating glide planes from APT reconstructions,
for reasons described in the supplementary material. For the
two doubly aged states, three simulations were performed
for: (i) only the a0-Al3(Li,Sc,Yb) precipitates that formed
at 325 �C; (ii) only the d0-Al3Li phase that formed at
170 �C; and (iii) the full population of precipitates including
a0-Al3(Li,Sc,Yb) precipitates as well as core/shell a0-Al3
(Li,Sc,Yb)/d0-Al3Li precipitates. In case (ii), when the a0-Al3
(Li,Sc,Yb) cores are removed from the center of the d0-Al3Li
shells, the anti-phase boundary energy is set to zero in the
core region, and the effects of the lattice parameter and shear
modulus mismatch between core and shell are neglected.

For the first point (8 h aging at 325 �C), the Vickers
microhardness value from the Orowan strengthening
closed-form model (709 ± 88 MPa) is the same as the



Fig. 6. Plot of Vickers microhardness of Al–Li–Sc–Yb vs. aging time,
showing experimentally measured results [38], and values predicted by
closed-form strengthening models and DD simulations. DD simulations
on doubly aged alloys are decomposed into contributions from
a0-Al3(Li,Sc,Yb) and d0-Al3Li.
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measured Vickers microhardness value (711 ± 14 MPa),
while the DD simulation predicts a larger Vickers
microhardness (803 ± 21 MPa, label: DD: TBD a0). This
is contrary to the results in Al–Li–Sc, where the DD simu-
lations and closed-form models both predicted values smal-
ler than the experimentally measured Vickers
microhardness. Simulations of the a0-Al3(Li, Sc,Yb) precip-
itates after double-aging predict a trend of decreasing Vick-
ers microhardness, for the case where the d0-Al3Li shells are
assumed absent. However, these predicted Vickers microh-
ardness values do not represent predictions of continued
aging at 325 �C (blue curve), since aging durations greater
than 8 h occurred at 170 �C and not 325 �C. Simulations of
the Vickers microhardness contribution of d0-Al3Li in the
two doubly aged conditions predict an increasing contribu-
tion, in accord with the increase in d0-Al3Li volume fraction
(Table 1), and in close agreement with the closed-form
value for order strengthening (Eq. (7)). DD simulations
of the full population of precipitates (label: DD: TBD a0/
d0) result in Vickers microhardness values that are smaller
than those measured experimentally, but that do capture
the increase in Vickers microhardness due to the precipita-
tion of d0-Al3Li shells on the a0-Al3(Li,Sc,Yb) precipitates,
which thereby become cores. Although the simulations
results underpredict the experimentally measured values,
the error bars in measurement and prediction are overlap-
ping. From these simulations, a strength superposition law
to account for the contributions of both the a0-Al3
(Li, Sc,Yb) and the d0-Al3Li precipitates, similar to Eq.
(9), may be expressed as:

sprecip ¼ ðsn
a0 þ sn

d0 Þ
1=n ð11Þ
where sprecip is the total strengthening contribution from all
precipitates, sa0 and sd0 are the contributions from the a0-
Al3(Li, Sc,Yb) and d0-Al3Li precipitates, respectively, and
n is the superposition exponent, which is expected to be
between 1 and 2. For the two doubly aged states simulated,
a best-fit value of n = 1.5 ± 0.1 was found. Hence, the total
strength of the alloy is smaller than the linear sum of the
contributions from a0-Al3(Li, Sc,Yb) and d0-Al3Li, in agree-
ment with models that indicate a transition from an expo-
nent of unity (the case of solid-solution strengthening and
precipitate strengthening) to 2 as the obstacle strengths and
number densities become similar [69,78,80]. For doubly
aged Al–Li–Sc–Yb, therefore, a superposition law that pre-
dicts the Vickers microhardness accounting for contribu-
tions from: (i) Li in solid solution, (ii) a0-Al3(Li,Sc,Yb)
precipitates formed at 325 �C and (iii) d0-Al3Li shells that
form on the a0-precipitates at 170 �C, is given by:

HV ¼ HV Al þ ðDHV LiÞk þ C 	M 	 ðsn
a0 þ sn

d0 Þ
1=n

h ik
� �1=k

ð12Þ
5. Summary

Two alloys – Al–2.9Li–0.11Sc at.% (Al–Li–Sc) and Al–
6.3Li–0.07Sc–0.02Yb at.% (Al–Li–Sc–Yb) – were aged at
325 �C to produce strengthening a0-Al3(Li, Sc,Yb) precipi-
tates. Al–Li–Sc–Yb was additionally aged at 170 �C to pro-
duce core/shell a0-Al3(Li,Sc,Yb)/d0-Al3Li precipitates. In
specimens with single-phase precipitates, as well as ones
with complex core/shell precipitates, microstructures were
characterized using local electrode APT, the results of
which were used as input to dislocation dynamics simula-
tions, as explained in detail in the supplementary material.
Using these simulations, strength predictions were com-
pared with measured Vickers microhardness values, with
the following results:


 A superposition law for adding strength contributions
from Li in solid solution, and from a0-Al3(Li,Sc,Yb)
precipitates, was calculated based on prior aging hard-
ness studies of Al–Sc–X alloys. The superposition law
was then extended to account for additional strengthen-
ing by d0-Al3Li precipitates. Further conversions allow
comparison between strengthening models or simula-
tions, and Vickers microhardness (HV) measurements.
The resulting expression is given by Eq. (12) where all
parameters are available from literature, and
n = 1.5 ± 0.1 and k = 0.95 ± 0.03 are exponents for
superimposing strength contributions from the two
types of precipitates, and from precipitates and Li in
solid solution, respectively. The exponent k was deter-
mined from analysis of Vickers microhardness values
in overaged Al–Li–Sc [38] and Al–2.2 Mg–0.12 Sc at.%
[93], and the exponent n was determined from DD sim-
ulations of Al–Li–Sc–Yb.
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 Simulations with one dislocation overestimate the Vick-
ers microhardness of Al–Li–Sc, while simulations with
two dislocations underestimate it. This is the case for
both of the methods used to represent the measured
microstructure. Predicted Vickers microhardness values
based on simulations with one dislocation decrease with
aging time, and hence with mean precipitate radius, cor-
responding to dislocation bypass by Orowan looping.
Two-dislocation simulations indicate a transition from
cooperative motion of a dislocation pair at early aging
times, when most precipitates are sheared by the leading
dislocation (D1), to longer aging times when most pre-
cipitates are bypassed by D1 leaving behind an Orowan
loop. The trailing dislocation (D2) becomes increasingly
distant from D1, as the deformation mechanism
becomes less dominated by cooperative shearing by a
dislocation pair, and instead more closely resembles
Orowan bypass of the precipitates by independently act-
ing dislocations. As this transition occurs, the results for
one- and two-dislocation simulations nearly converge.

 Two-dislocation DD simulations of Al–Li–Sc where

precipitate shearing is dominant are nearly insensitive
to variations in the values used for the lattice parameter
mismatch, e, and for the shear modulus mismatch Dl
between precipitates and the matrix. By contrast they
predict a near linear relationship between anti-phase
boundary energy, cAPB and maximum shear stress (and
thus hardness). The discrepancy between measured
Vickers microhardness values in Al–Li–Sc and the
results of DD simulations may be due either to an inad-
equate treatment of the effects of shear modulus mis-
match strengthening, or to an oversimplification in the
deformation mechanism, which may be a mix of the
cases of single-dislocation motion and cooperative dislo-
cation pairs.

 Two-dislocation DD simulations predict reasonably well

the Vickers microhardness of doubly aged Al–Li–Sc–Yb
containing both single-phase a0-Al3(Li, Sc,Yb) precipi-
tates and core/shell a0-Al3(Li,Sc,Yb)/ d0-Al3Li precipi-
tates. The simulation results allow the calculation of a
superposition law for strengthening mechanisms in these
alloys.
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